IAAMCS Paired Mentoring Program Overview

Do you need a mentor?
Are you an undergraduate or graduate student in a Computing program? Do you need encouragement to optimize opportunities in and outside of school? Or perhaps you could use helpful tips on navigating academia, internships, and options after graduation. What does it take to zhuzh your CV/resume for leadership positions in the Tech industry or government agency? Please consider joining us for the Paired Mentoring Program and explore how to use your time in school wisely.

We need mentors!
Are you a graduate student who participates (or has participated) in IAAMCS activities and wants to mentor undergraduate and graduate students? Would you like to give back to the IAAMCS community? Do you have tips on applying to and navigating through graduate school that would help someone on their academic journey? What advice would you give to them? Please consider becoming a mentor for the Paired Mentoring Program to help someone coming along behind you to find their way.

Are you a faculty member with a focus in Computing or a leader in the Tech industry who can recount their journey from school to first to your present-day position? Maybe you work in a government agency and are responsible for computing for your department or nationwide. We need your insight, advice, guidance, and support to diversify the Computing pathway in multiple arenas. You may help us by serving as mentors to undergraduate and graduate students. Please consider signing up as a mentor for the Paired Mentoring Program to help cultivate the diversity needs of today.

ALL ARE WELCOME!
All are welcome to participate in the entire program or a one-time drop-in during a quarterly meetup. The goal of this series is to provide culturally responsive 1-on-1 and group mentoring that will 1) encourage participants by engaging in the IAAMCS community; 2) empower mentees to pursue their academic, research, and industry careers with confidence; and 3) facilitate matching between mentors who hold a wealth of knowledge, experience and expertise and mentees who are eager to take active roles in their journeys.

Scan QR or use the link to sign up & visit IAAMCS.org for more information.
**FAQ:** Can a graduate student be both a mentor & mentee? **A:** Yes! Please check both boxes.

Mentor Matching Survey:
[https://forms.office.com/r/WWFa9Y9PFg](https://forms.office.com/r/WWFa9Y9PFg)
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Fellowship Writing Workshop Series
Future Faculty & Research Scientist Mentoring Program
Paired Mentoring Program
Affiliated Networking Events
Original Mentoring Content Development
Black CS Student Database
Annual Report on the State of Blacks in Computing
Core Research
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